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Out and about on the day of the Royal Wedding? You can still catch the action on your PC by attaching a
portable TV aerial. The One For All SV9325 can be plugged into the USB port of a computer, laptop or
iPad for excellent Freeview reception via a digital TV card or dongle whilst on the move.
Just 20cm tall and in black with a brushed aluminium finish, the SV9325 is the ideal broadcast solution
for PC/Notebook use. Patch technology ensures a wide angle reception of digital terrestrial signals,
increased picture/sound stability and minimal pixellation. Ten stages of filtering remove unwanted
signals like mobile phones, WiFi and other sources that cause overload and picture freeze.
It can also be used with portable TVs and second/third sets in the bedroom or playroom where no roof-top
aerial is available. Range is up to 9 miles from the nearest transmitter and it's priced £39.99 (RRP).

For the best reception on all digital and analogue TV channels, try the new top-of-the-range SV9390.
This amplified indoor antenna is fully compatible with Freeview and Freeview HD and features "multi
patch" technology which has wider bandwidth than traditional loop or Dipole aerials.
It can be placed anywhere - horizontally, vertically or on the wall - providing a 360 degree reception
angle without any loss in performance. No more constant adjustment of a telescopic loop when changing
channels - the six patches mean it's effectively six aerials in one, so it automatically receives a wider
frequency spectrum. Interference is minimised via the external digital amplifier.
Ideal for digital TVs with an integrated IDTV tuner such as Freeview, or older TVs with a Freeview
set-top box connected, One For All's SV9390 aerial is priced £59.99 (RRP). Range is up to 18 miles from
the nearest transmitter.
Visit http://www.oneforall.co.uk/aerials/ to check your location.
One For All aerials are available from electrical retailers including Argos and www.amazon.co.uk or
www.homebase.co.uk
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